A Revolutionary Design Vocabulary For The Grid

About
Rubik

™

Rubik™ empowers creativity without
complexity in its ultimate palette of
architectural volumetric luminaires for the
standard grid ceiling. New dimensions
in lighting unfold in a uniquely vast array
of possibilities incrementally flexible
for design intent and budget. Explore
light, color and control with Mainstream
Dynamic features to move beyond a
static environment.
It’s the optimal tool for design and customer
experience.

Three
Forms
Build traditional or uniquely

9-cell: Design traditional layouts or
clusters for a unique and modern
mosaic aesthetic using the most
conventional of Rubik’s forms. As a
standard 2x2 form, the 9-cell can be
your workhorse luminaire.

patterned layouts designed to
provide ambient illumination.

5-cell: Define or interlock shapes
with the 5-cell. Delineate a corner,
make a joiner, or create transitional
design elements as part of a larger
geometric pattern.

3-cell: Create long linear runs and
clean architectural lines with the
3-cell. The small-scale form enables
intricacy in overall design patterns.
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Tunable White can
create modes for optimal
occupant performance and
experience and mimic how daylight
changes character over the course

Four
Luminous
Styles

of the day.

Create distinctive designs with

Color Accent allows

our luminous styles – Static White

you to create rich colors

and Mainstream Dynamic features

ranging from dark hues to

of Tunable White, Grayscale and

vibrant neons to pastels to match or

Color Accent.

complement architectural finishes.

Grayscale has the look of a
beautiful mosaic in shades
of gray. The mosaic effect
can appear in subtle or more dramatic
tones or can even be made dynamic
without impacting task illumination.

Static White provides limitless
design possibilities simply with its

Lumen output per cell and visual

three available forms and three

appearance of the luminous surface

lumen package options.

match across styles, enabling
designers to create a unified vision
using combinations of the four
luminous styles.
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Dynamic
Controls
Provide end users with flexibility to
live beyond a static environment
and go dynamic with Mainstream
Dynamic and nTune™ Technology in
an all-digital control network.
With intelligence built into
each luminaire, installation and
commissioning is easy.

Tunable White
Wallpod Options:
nPODM 4S
nPODM 2P DX CCT
nPODM 4S DX
6

Grayscale

Color Accent

Wallpod Options:
nPODM 4S DX GRSC
nPODM 2P DX GRSC

Wallpod Options:
nPODM 4S DX COLOR
nPODM 2P DX COLOR

Combine all of
these elements
together and the
possibilities in
design are endless.

A+ Capable configurations compatible with A+
certified solutions. A+ Certified solutions from
Acuity Brands help you quickly and confidently
select and implement lighting systems, for indoor
or outdoor applications, that are both compatible
and consistent.
For lighting applications, A+ means verified consistent performance,
visual appearance and system interoperability of all luminaires and
controls within the certified solution. For lighting professionals, it
means confidence that all parts of the lighting system will work
together and meet common Acuity Brands specifications.
Go to www.acuitybrands.com/aplus or contact your local Acuity
Brands representative for more information.

www.acuitybrands.com/Rubik
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